Routine Digital Block & Slide Documentation

- Addresses Accreditation Check-List Requirements
- Saves Time and Eliminates Doubts
- 2-Second Image Capture to Patient File
- Provides Pathologist an Enhanced Digital Review of:
  - Cut Surface of Block
  - Below Surface Tissue in Block
  - Raw Slide Tissue Levels
**ACCREDITATION CHECKLIST**

*You Can't Diagnose What You Don't See!*

Pathology Societies around the world have recognized that tissue may be missing from the final slide or WSI image impacting the diagnosis made 1. As a result, Accreditation Checklists 2-4 have been updated to include a requirement for a tissue tracking and review process.

**BLODOC'S STREAMLINED WORKFLOW**

**Fast Capture**

BLODOC™ has been specifically designed to support the documentation of standard and whole mount blocks and slides. Changing between samples is just a quick rotation of the BLODOC sample holder.

Once indexed, the cassette or slide is inserted and the capture button is triggered. The BLODOC captures the barcode, as well as a series of enhanced images of the cut-surface and the sub-surface tissue. The images are automatically filed to the SPOT SQL database using the barcode fields for case, specimen, block and slide number. The result is an incredibly fast and automated 2-second sample documentation time.

**Realize the Digital Pathology Promise**

- Increase Diagnostic Certainty
- Support Remote Pathologist
- Consistently Track Tissue: Origin to Diagnosis
- Increase Productivity and Lab Utilization
- Eliminate Operator Frustration
- Maintain Personnel Focus

**Enhanced Images Even Better than Physical Samples**

BLODOC's enhanced images and easy-to-use review interface provide the pathologist with a virtual solution that is better than having the physical specimen block in hand.

**Extensive Sample Documentation**

BLODOC's patented imaging process provides enhanced views of the block's cut surface as well as views of the subsurface, uncut tissue. This eases the visualization of what tissue made it to the slide and what tissue is still in the block. Additional images provide documentation of the raw unstained slide's sample ribbon supporting reviews of each tissue level before and after staining.

The BLODOC system not only makes the tissue review process more convenient it makes the review more clear.

BLODOC is purpose designed to save your lab time and operating budget.

* *Pentax Pencilbox*